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vb.variobar.handlebar.extension – LU-A60-RR-* 
LU-A60-RR1-** = Colours: G=golden, B=black, S=silver

vb.features

vb.ausleger:

Remark: Handlebar mounting only possible with extension / riser! 
Please precisely look at your model, as the fork diameters are different!

Stock handlebar VarioBar - Basic plus riser
VB -  Order Nr. Kit LU-A60-RR-* resp. LU-A60-RR1-*
Colour code * * =>   G = golden / S = silver / B = black
Handlebar height 860 + 45 mm at minus 8° adjustment
Extension length 60 mm
Further extension options not possible
Miscellaneous / please note!! Mounting of basic alone not possible!

Aprilia T ype Bj. /  yr. Art._no
Diameter in 

mm

RSV 1000 R RR ´03 - ´04 LU-A60-RR-* 53
RSV 1000 R Factory RR ´03 - LU-A60-RR1-* 51
RSV 1000 R Nera ´04 - LU-A60-RR1-* 51
RSV 1000 R RR ´05 - LU-A60-RR1-* 51

Kit with extension - height difference for all models: + 45 mm (to stock)

GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION
The inclination angle of the VarioBar handlebar can be adjusted from +16° to - 16 °.
Each angle adjustment (in 4° steps) changes the height for 17 mm. 
Due to the gear tooth forming, the extension can be exactly adjusted to the front or to the
rear.

Please note that the adjust possibilities can vary depending on the model. 
When using longer brake hoses/ speed wires resp. when modifying the covering the 
handlebar offers more adjustment possibilities.    

Bestellnr. LG-20-*

vb.accessories (optional)
Available on option: 
Original GILLES TOOLING aluminium handlebar 
weights in two lengths and 5 colour variations
(sale by pairs)
Advantages: less handlebar vibrations plus protection
of the instruments and levers in case of the bike falling

Order no. LG-0-* : handlebar weights, 
original handlebar width:  +/- 0

Order no. LG-20-* : ideal as handlebar enlargement
+ 20mm on each side

Order no. LG-0-*

20mm

LG-20-*

Order no. LG-20-*

LG-0-*


